
Arrangements for disposing of aqueous radioactive waste from the Brockham 

oil production facility 
  

The Angus Energy Brockham oil production facility is currently subject to regulation under the 

Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016, specifically around the management 

of any waste contaminated with Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM), under the Site’s 

NORM waste permit (number: EPR/RB3994DK/A001), a standard rules permit.  

The oil producing field is known to produce deposits containing enhanced concentrations of naturally 

occurring radionuclides including Ra-226, Ra-228 and their daughters. The existing standard rules 

permit (EPR/RB3994DK/A001) enables accumulation and disposal of aqueous radioactive waste in the 

rock formation adjacent to the well bore and also the transfer of solid radioactive waste to the holder 

of an environmental permit for the receipt and disposal of LLW.  

The variation to their existing permit is required in order to enable aqueous radioactive waste 

(produced water) to be received from the Angus Energy Lidsey site. This is required as the Lidsey and 

Saltfleetby sites do not have a water injection well. Produced water will also be transported directly 

from the Lidsey and Saltfleetby sites to the Brockham site for disposal (re-injection) in the rock 

formation adjacent to the well bore. This will be in accordance with the Lidsey Transfer of Water from 

Water Tank to Road Tanker for Transport procedure - LID-ANGPR-O0004, Saltfleetby BX Site Produced 

Water Road Tanker Loading Procedure SAL_OP_T220A and the Brockham Water Acceptance and 

Unloading Procedure - BRO-ANGPR-O0004. The aqueous waste (produced water) will be pumped 

directly from the Road Tanker into the Brockham site produced water tank BRO-PW-T-01, during the 

transfer biocide will be added at the rate of 1 litre per 60 bbls of water being transferred as per 

procedure BRO-ANGPR-O0004 and P&ID BRO-PID-03. This stored water is then available to be injected 

into the water injection well BR-3. 

There are three wells on the Brockham site. One oil production well BR-X2Y (LR/24-X2Y) producing 

from the Portland reservoir. One suspended well BR-X4Z (LR/24-X4Z) completed in the Kimmeridge 

reservoir and one water injection well BR-3 (LR-24-X3), previously well BR-1 worked over in 2007.  The 

oil production well BR-X2Y is not sufficiently pressured for the fluids to flow to the surface unaided. 

This well requires a beam pumping unit (nodding donkey) to provide artificial lift. The valve line up for 

normal operations is as per procedure BRO-ANGPR-O0036. 

During production operations from BR-X2Y produced fluids are directed into the production storage 

tank BRO-MR425 with capacity 200 bbls. Fluids from this production tank are transferred via pipework 

and a transfer pump, with de-emulsifier added into a second storage tank BRO-MR131, capacity 400 

bbls. The de-emulsifier helps give a more definitive water-to-oil interface. Details given in procedure 

‘BRO-ANGPR-O0035 Transfer of fluids from Production Tank BRO-MR425 to Production Separation 

Tank BRO-MR131’ 

Water is transferred from the Production Separation Tank BRO-MR131 into a third tank BRO-PW-T-01 

dedicated for produced water storage. Biocide is added to prevent bacterial growth to ensure that 

this water is suitable for reinjection in well BR-3. Details given in procedure ‘BRO-ANGPR-O0040 Water 

transfer from Production Separation Tank BRO-MR131 to Water Storage Tank BRO-PW-T-01’ BRO-PW-

T-01 tank capacity 400 bbl (63.6 cubic meter). 



The process facility is arranged to accept compatible water from other sources for reinjection into well 

BR-3. Details given in procedure ‘BRO-ANGPR-O0004 Brockham Water Acceptance and Unloading’. 

Produced water from the produced water storage tank is injected into well BR-3 after filtration using 

water injection pump BRO-PDP-01. Details given in procedure ‘BRO-ANGPR-O0003-3 Brockham Water 

Injection’ 

The Angus Energy ‘Work involving NORM’ procedure CORP-PRO-048 includes the implementation of 

necessary controls for the handling of wastes, such as personal protective equipment, the prevention 

of spillage & spreading of waste and the protection of drainage lines. The Tank (BRO-PW-T-01) used 

to store the produced water prior to injection into the well (BR-3) is located in a bunded area which 

in the event of a leak/spill would be capable of containing any NORM waste encountered from the 

tank. All produced water received by the Brockham site will be stored in Tank BRO-PW-T-01 that is 

located within an existing CIRIA compliant bund. All produced water present in tank BRO-PW-T-01 will 

be transferred into the tank only after following procedures BRO-ANGPR-Q0040 or BRO-PR-

ANGQ0004 to ensure correct water quality and treatment prior to re-injection. Treated produced 

(reservoir formation) water is to be transferred from tank BRO-PW-T-01 and after filtration, injected 

into well BR-3 which is completed in the Portland reservoir. 

A maximum limit of 150 bbls to be injected over any 24-hour period to ensure that the reservoir 

pressure can be adequately monitored by echo meter readings to ensure no reservoir over pressure, 

this is detailed in the following procedures. The 150 bbls maximum limit to be reviewed after each 

injection by the Director UK Operations (or Technical Manager as deputy) to reduce or increase 

quantity after viewing the trend on the BR-3 injection monitoring spreadsheet; ensuring that the echo 

depth is to remain within the permissible water depth of 295 meters from surface and no higher. 

 

 

 

 

 


